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Abstra
act. Vibrationaal dynamics of
o dark excitedd states in caarotenoids havee been
investiggated using tunnable Raman pump
p
pulses. The S1 state has
h same vibrational
dynamiics in light-harrvesting compleex (LH1) and solution. The S* state in LH
H1 has
similar vibrational moodes with the triiplet state of caarotenoid. However, the so-callled S*
state in solution does not have the modes
m
and is cooncluded to be different from the S*
state in LH1.

1 In
ntroductio
on
In light
l
harvestiing (LH) com
mplexes of photosynthetic
p
c purple
bactteria, light eenergy is absorbed by carotenoid
c
(C
Car) and
transferred to neearby bacterioochlorophyll (BChl) as shhown in
Fig.1. After phottoexcitation too the optically
y allowed S2 state of
otenoid, internnal conversionn to the opticaally forbiddenn S1 state
caro
takees place withiin a few hunddred femtosecconds. The foollowing
interrnal conversioon to the S0 grround state occurs on a picooseconds
timeescale. Ultraffast spectroscoopic studies have shown that the
exciitation energyy transfer to BChl
B
takes plaace from S2 aand/or S1
com
mpeting with thhese internal conversion
c
processes [1,2]. Besides
thesse singlet staates, it has been
b
reported
d that an addditional
optically forbiddeen state, whicch is termed S*,
S have conssiderable
importance in tthe light-harvvesting functtion [3,4]. Itt is the
preccursor on the reaction pathhway toward triplet format
ation and
F 1. Schematiic picture and
play
ys a critical roole in efficiennt excitation energy
e
deactivvation in Fig.
the LH1 compleex [5]. Howevver, the entirre picture of ultrafast ennergy level diaggram of LH1.
n obtained yet .
enerrgy flow in thee LH complexx has not been
In
n this study, vvibrational dyynamics of sp
pirilloxanthin iin LH1 comp
plex and cyclo
ohexane soluttion
havee been invesstigated by feemtosecond stimulated
s
Raaman spectrosscopy (FSRS) [6]. The ddark
exciited states (S1 and S*) are selectively
s
obsserved using ttunable Ramaan pump pulsees resonant to the
transient absorption.
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2 Experimental
The native LH1 complex from Rhodospirillum rubrum S1 contains spirilloxanthin as a major
carotenoid. In this study, the reconstituted LH1 with purified spirilloxanthin was prepared as
described elsewhere [7] to investigate the effect due to other kinds of carotenoids that may be
involved. The solution of LH1(Spx) was dispersed in a poly-vinyl alcohol film on a glass plate. The
solution of the native LH1 was measured using a 1 mm optical path length cell. During the laser
spectroscopic measurements, the sample was translated to avoid sample degradation and the
accumulation of any potential photoproducts.
The femtosecond absorption and stimulated Raman spectroscopy setup was based on an amplified
mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser system. Two independent optical parametric amplifiers were used to
generate the first pump and Raman pump pulses. The first pump pulse was resonant to S2 of
spirilloxanthin (500 and 540 nm, 100 fs) and the tunable narrowband Raman pump pulse (560-620
nm, 20 cm-1) was resonant to S1 or S* of spirilloxanthin. A probe pulse after the sample was
collected at 1 kHz repetition rate. Noise level of the obtained absorbance change (A) was smaller
than 10-4 in the probe region of 450-1500 nm.

3 Results and discussion
The results obtained in the native LH1 and the reconstituted LH1(Spx) show that the effects due to
the reconstitution and other kinds of carotenoids are negligibly small. Therefore, it is concluded that
the reconstituted spirilloxanthin in LH1(Spx) is identical to that in the native LH1. The reconstitution
of purified carotenoids is a powerful technique to study the energy transfer and relaxation dynamics
in the LH1 complex.
Absorbacne changes of spirilloxanthin after the Car S2 pump are similar in LH1 and solution as
shown in Fig.2. Initially, the transient absorption due to S2 appears in near-infrared region. S2 relaxes
to S1 with a time constant of 80 fs. The transient absorption due to S1 appears at 620 nm in LH1 and
at 600 nm in solution. Difference of the absorption peak is due to influence of the surrounding
proteins in LH1. The lifetime of S1 is 1.3 ps in LH1 and 1.4 ps in solution. The transient absorption
at 5.0 ps has a peak at shorter wavelength than the S1 absorption. It has been termed S* both in LH1
and solution because of similaities of the spectra and decay time (about 5 ps), but in this study we
used S*LH1 and S*sol, respectively. S*LH1 is followed by the long-lived signal assigned to the triplet
excited state (T1), while spirilloxanthin in solution does not have the long-lived signal.
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Fig. 2. Absorbance change of (a) LH1 and (b) spirilloxanthin solution after the Car S2 pump.
Stationary absorption spectra are shown together (thin solid black curves).

FSRS signals on the Stokes side in LH1 are shown in Fig.3. Two intense signals without the Car
S2 pump (Noex.) are assigned to 1 (C=C stretch.) and 2 (C-C stretch.) modes of S0. At 1.0 ps after
the Car S2 pump, broad new signals are observed around 1770 and 1240 cm-1 by the S1 resonant
Raman pump (Fig.3(a)). Since their decay times are equal to the S1 lifetime, they are assigned to the
08007-p.2
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1 and 2 modes of S1, respectively. The high-frequency shift in S1 is explained in terms of the
vibronic coupling through the vibrational mode with Ag symmetry. On the other hand, the signal
obtained by the S*LH1 resonant Raman pump (Fig.3(b)) does not have the S1 signal but has a peak at
1264 cm-1. The peak decreases slightly with a time constant of 5 ps and shifts to 1272 cm-1. The
1264 cm-1 mode and the long-lived 1272 cm-1 mode are assigned to S*LH1 and T1, respectively. S*LH1
has similar vibrational modes to T1.
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Fig. 3. FSRS signals of LH1 obtained by (a) the 620 nm Raman pump (S1 resonance) and (b) the
580 nm Raman pump (S*LH1 resonance) after the Car S2 pump. Noex: without the Car S2 pump.

FSRS signals of spirilloxanthin in solution was measured using the 600 nm (S1 resonance) and
560 nm (S*sol resonance) Raman pump pulses. The observed S1 Raman signal is almost identical to
that in LH1. On the other hand, the signal induced by the S*sol resonant Raman pump does not have
the 1264 cm-1 and long-lived 1272 cm-1 modes. The Raman signal of S*sol obtained by global fitting
are almost equal to those of the S0 ground state except small low energy shift. It is concluded that
S*sol is different from S*LH1. It may be the hot S0 state.

4 Conclusion
Resonant FSRS has revelaed the vibrational dynaimcs in Car. The S1 state has almost same dynamics
in LH1 and solutuon. The S*LH1 state has similar vibrational modes with the T1 state. On the other
hand, the S*sol state is different from the S*LH1 state and is suggested to be the vibrationaly excited
ground state (hot S0).
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